
the change in the century but leaving all the data
associated with the program intact. ln effect, this
approach reprograms the computer to properly
recognize the correct century in a two-digit date.
This is accomplished by programming a 100-year
window into the computer's logic as described
earlier; the years 30 to 99 can be part of the 1900s and
00 to 29 as 2000 and after. In addition to the expan-
sion and windowing methods, there are many soft-
ware programs designed to speed up the work by
automatically sifting through lines of code.

The solutions to the Y2K problem will eventually
depend on individual circumstances, and more
importantly, will also depend on others achieving
similar solutions sincc many systems are inter-
dependent. Most big organizations are following a

Year 2000 project life cycle which calls for the sys-
tematic analysis, repair, and testing of computer
systems to ensure that all applications are made
compliant. A decision to replace, repair, or repro-
gram computer code needs to be made on a case-by-
case basis, and any "one size fits all" approach, is
likely to miss certain angles of the problem.

The estimates of the cost of fixing the problem
usually run into the hundreds of billions of dollars
for the United States as a whole. Large companies,
with different systems and computer networks,
have already and continue to spend miliions of
dollars each year to become Year 2000 ready. Many
major organizations are expected to spend between
$50 and $100 million. The cost to each organization
is again, very specific to their individual structure
and needs. The following table, from Caper jones'
article 

-Year 
2000: Wnt's the Real Cosl7,6 describes

some ballpark figures you can expect to spend.

Software
Staff

(# of people)

5

10

?5

50

i00
500

1,000

5,000

10,000

20,000

Total
Costs

$197,784

$379,087

$906,511

$1,98,203
$3,523,033

$16,688,05r

$35,601 ,176

$178,005,882

$356,011,765

$772,023,529

Solrrce: Sofuarc Produclir.tity Research

CONCLUSION
The Y2K compliance issue is real and complex, and
is a serious threat to real estate companies. Property
management appears to be the most complex, mainly
because of the hidden or "imbedded" systems in
place and the legal issues surrounding them. Finan-
cial transactions will undoubtedly be affected, but
these are more apparent; most public companies are
being forced to assess their exposure and in many
situations corrective measures are being taken.
Commercial Real Estate software is less likely to be
affected since it has been storing very long term
leases, although they are not completely out of the
woods given the numerous sides of the Y2K bug
and the dependency on other software that they
use.

Today, no simple solution exists and the bug will
cause trouble for every enterprise in a different
way. What is important to fathom is that organiza-
tions can plan a "treatment program" to mitigate
the problem. Unfortunately, the deadline cannot
be pushed off. BOMA recommends the following
steps- educate yourself; designate a year-2000 man-
ager; inventory existing systems; contact suppliers;
prioritize problems; anticipate contingencies; iden-
tify solutions and test them.TRE.
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CRE PERSPECTIVE
WHrnr Do WE Go Fnou HrnE?
ln1 Michacl L. Ei,rirrs, CRE

Recently, many in our industry have asked the ques-
tion: Is this the' beginning of the end for the latest
real estate up-market - or the end of the beginning?

Finding an answer, or more likely a "Suessti-
mate," to that question, requires nothing less than a
systematic approach to gathering information - fol-
lowed by a dispassionate evaluation of the possi-
bilities.

The following is a fairly straightforward evalu-
ation to help you cut through the confusion and un-
derstand the basic dynamics of forces now at n ork
in the marketplace.

First, a quick look at some basic macro econrrmic
factors should produce a logical prognostication.
These include; the state of the economy; geo-demo-
graphics, the local regional and national dynamics
of real estate markets and property sectors; the com-
parative health of overall capital markets; issues af-
fecting the market for publicly-traded real estate
securities; and outside influences such as the socio-
cconomic-political status in Asia.

The general feeling right now is that we will con-
tinue to have an exceptionally bw rate of inflation-
and there is certainly no reason to believe that the
U.S. economy is headed in a direction other than a

soft landing. Currently, inflation is at a 1.3 percent
annual rate, U.S. commodity prices have fallen be-
cause Asian demand for raw materials has fallen.
Despite the changes in the world economy, the U.S.
is still chugging along, albeit at a lower CDP rate
than originally projected.

Given our current economic environment (a

slower growth rate than projected), interest rates (al-

though recently lowered twice), in my belief, are still
about 

.100 
basis points higher than thc'y should be.

As a result, we can probably expect to see additional
rate decreases - which will again spur economic ex-
pansion as capital and carrying costs are reduced
and corporate margins are increased. If you look at
real interest rates (interest rate minus inflation), they
are still high in relative terms, thus accounting for
the premature expectation of future interest rate re-
ductions.

No doubt the onus of a recession, and the pre-
cedent for a turn in fortunes, is out there as wel[.
Remember when, just l0 years ago, the U.S. had a

robust economy one year - and the beginning of a

recession a year later? Commentators believe that
although our economy is moving in the right direc-
tion, there is a chance of a recession as we enter the
latter part of 1999 and thc'year 2000. Some on the
other hand, see us gaining altitude in the year 2000

without even touching ground.
With its recent volatility, the stock market is not

a good indicator of whether we will see a recession.
The beginning of the Bear market in the U.S. fol-
lowed quickly by a recovery to almost all time highs-
was a result of a hint of gbbal bad news, (first from
Asia then to Mexico and Russia, and now even in
Brazil), offset by peisitive U.S. economic news.

To their credit, however, stock prices have cer-
tainly been responsive to interest rate changes. The
Fed's last r/ percent drop in interest rates, spurred a

500-point, four-day rally by the Dow Jones. Are we
better off today than we were a yc.ar ago? One only
needs to look at the Dow Jones iust one year ago to
see that we are still higher than that record breaking
benchmark. Sustainability of recent gains is the key
question.

Which brings us to the question of public real
estate owne'rship, specifically real estate investment
trusts. The REIT market - and its health - is a ma-
jor factor going forward in how the real estate mar-
ket operates. Predicting annual 20 percent increases
in REIT sbck prices year after year for the foresee-
able future was, and is, overly optimistic. We can-
not realistically expect to have a repeat of the 36
percent increase in REIT prices in .1996 

and the 20
percent rise we saw in 1997. REITs follow the stock
market and there is some correlation between stock
market advances and declines and the value of REIT
stocks.

The consecutive increases in REIT prices in 1996
and 1997 were in part due to the differences between
the construction costs of real estate and the acquisi-
tion costs of existing real estate. REITs merely took
advantage of the arbitrage between the cost ofbuild-
ing versus the cost of buying and the market gave
their stock prices credit for the difference. Adding
to their attractiveness was the fact that real estate is
now regarded as an institutional grade investment.

In our current stock market environment, REITs
are behaving like small cap stocks. The FFO (Funds
from Operations) yield is l l percent - with dividend
yield today averaging eight percent. Only a year ago,
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a number of the large REITs were
yielding less than Treasury Bills
and, as previously noted, appropri-
ately so. The appreciation potential
of REITs made up for this differ-
ence in yield. When coupled with
dividenrl yield, REITs were able to
deliver double digit returns to their
investors.

Today, without the apprecia-
tion increment as large as it was
previously, partially due to the ab-
sence of available capital, the cash-
on-cash yield has to both increase
and be more reflective of the his-
torical difference in real estate
yields (cash and appreciation) over
bond yields, which historically has
been about 400 basis points. The
market adiusted the price of REIT
stocks to bring this yield equilib-
rium back into sync.

What has happened in the
REIT sector is not reflective nor
predictive of what has happened
to real estate. Recent commentators
have noted that there has been a
l5 percent to 20 percent downward
adrustment in real estate prices as

a result of a number of factors. I
believe that a slightly smaller drop
has actually occurred. There
clearly has been some disintegra-
tion in real estate prices, but not as
a result of the decline in REITs.
Currently REITs are selling at a 10
percent discount to net asset value
and should trade at plus or minus
10 percent over the long term. IPOs
have peaked out for now, but
should be back in force as invest-
ment demand for REITs increases
in early 1999. As capital re-enters
the real estate market, realistic
growth strategies will once again
drive REIT prices upward. Add to
this the apparent about-face in the
Clinton Administration's attitude
toward REITs - manifested most
recently in the 2000 budget pro-
posal - and the strong potential
for real growth in the REIT market
is evident.

Again, it is important to point
out that the rcal estate market- and
any price declines - are separate
from the decline in REIT prices.
While there clearly has been some
reflection from the so-called taint-
ing of REIT values over the last 10

months, the decline in actual real
estate prices is largely a result of
the end of the tremendous capital
flow that was provided to the real
estate sector through the CMBS
market.

It was not long ago that the
CMBS market contributed virtu-
ally nothing to real estate financ-
ing -- loans were made by
traditional lenders such as banks
and li{e insurance companies. ln
late August/September 1998; as a

result of the massive amount of
CMBS issues in the market, there
was a "rush to quality" by inves-
tors that caused CMBS spreads to
widen and attracted trad itional
lenders back into the market.
Along with the increase in issues
of CMBS, the buyers of CMBS bor-
rowed money to buy new debt in-
struments. Thus, we had debt
financing debt and a house of cards
ready to fall. With this enormous
supply of CMBS, there were not
enough buyers to sustain the mar-
ket and absorb the supply. The
market became more nervous with
the conceptual bankruptcy of Long
Term Capital Management, one of
the largest buyers of long-term
Triple-A CMBS issues. lnvestors in
CMBS and potential investors in
new CMBS issues did not want to
buy if Long Term Capital was go-
ing to liquidate its large CMBS po-
sition and further oversupply the
market.

As of last September, there ex-
isted an "overhang" of approxi-
mately $25-$30 billion dollars of
CMBS paper inventory. Bylanuary
1999, something like $10 or $15 bil-
lion of this had been sold, leaving
up to $15 billion in paper still to be

sold. It will take a number of
months to absorb this supply in the
marketplace.

Nevertheless, the CMBS mar-
ket rolls on. Last year was a record
year for CMBS issuance despite the
September "slip" in the market. In
1997, issuance totaled $43.8 bil-
lion. Last year, $78.3 billion in loans
were securitized and sold as
CMBS, a figure some have esti-
mated to be approximately 75 per-
cent of the total financing market.
Changes within the industry are
apparent and we expect more con-
duits to exit the market as pressure
builds on these lenders to back
their programs with more equity
(they borrow too!) and also tighten
their underwriting of mortgage
loans. This means that lenders will
have to do far deeper property
market analysis - drilling down
to submarkcts - and also giving
greater scrutiny to the creditwor-
thiness of borrowers, especially in
a down-market scenario. [n short,
conduits that want to play in this
market over the long-term, will
have to think and act and operate
more like banks or credit compa-
nies.

The so-called credit crunch
that took hold late last year was not
truly a credit crunch but actually
the result of an over-supply of
credit. Banks and lenders did be-
come more liberal in their Loan To
Value (LTV) ratios and too com-
petitive in their rates. Thus, one
could conclude that real estate is
still an acceptable and viable in-
vestment - the problem is that the
financing vehicles were not kept in
check until the flight to qualfty in-
stilled rapid discipline and forced
ma jor conduits such as Nomura to
back out of the market in late Au-
gust 1998.

In many respects, the CMBS
crunch and the reduction of capi-
tal available to thc real estate in-
dustry can be seen as a very

both the implications and effects are more transpar-
ent, i.e. the number of date-sensitive transactions in
the financial sector is huge and much more appar-
ent. For a bank that miscalculates the amount of
interest owed to its customers, the affect could be
staggering, especially ifit has a large customerbase.
Similarly, mortgage backed securities, that are usu-
ally large dollar amounts, could create havoc for
investors if inaccurate monthly results are reported
or paid.

Freddie Mac allegedly started working on the
problem in 1994 and has more than 10 percent of its
3,300 employees assigned to the task. It claims to
have fixed 75 percent of its programs and is work-
ing on the remainder.l Mr. Sichelman of Freddie
Mac told the Chattanooga News-Free Press that the
Mortgage Bankers Association has embarked on an
ambitious Y2K testing program that will test trans-
actions based on l6 core functions in loan origina-
tion and servicing in secondary marketing. Another
early initiative is AMRESCO's Year 2000 initiative,
which began in early 1995 and uses seven criteria to
determine Y2K readiness. Included in the testing
are 13 dates (including the April 9, 1999, issue
discussed earlier) that are determined to be critical
by the Federal Financial Institutions Examination
Council (the oversight group for the Federal Re-
serve, OCC, FDIC, OTS, and NCUA).

Even though many professionals believe this
segment is ahead of others, homeowners and ten-
ants are advised to keep accurate records of pav-
ments and receipts during the latter half of 1999 and
the first half of 2000.

Real Estate Softzoarc lssues
The real estatesoftware industry is seeing strong

growth in sales as real estate companies replace
some of their legacy systems with Y2K compliant
technology. Most asset and property management
software included leases with end dates in the 21'r
Century, and one would think that real estate soft-
ware would have overcome this hurdle a long time
ago. Newark's MIS Director, Sebashan Font claims
that, "Real estate is one of those industries that has
escaped the wrath of the year 2000." 5 This is partly
true - some databases were storing mostly two-
digit years with programming logic in place to treat
the dates as 20th or 21" Century dates - two-digit
years ranging from 00 to 29 belong to 21"t Century,
while 30 to 99 belong to the 20th Century. This
workaround is limited for obvious reasons, but
possibly (depending on the programming) could
function during the Year 2000 and beyond. On the

The Y2K cofipliance issue is complex and

real, and is a serious threat to rcaI estate

cornpanies. Property rnanagerrrent appearc

to be the ,nost cornplex, mainly because of
the hiilden or "imbedded" systerns in place

and tlrc legal issues surroundiflg thern.

Financial transactions will undoubtedly
be affected, but these are ,nore appareflt;
,fiost public cornpaflies are being forced

to assess their exposure and ir, ,flarry

situations correctiT)e fireasures are beit g
taken. Commercial Real Estate softzoare

is likely to be less affecteil...

other hand, many software companies have al-
ready released newer versions of their software,
which overcome these shortfalls. MRI and Skyline,
two maior real estate software companies, built
their software with four-digit years many years
ago. One such company, CTI Limited Inc., has been
compliant since its software was first introduced in
1973. As with most software implementation, test-
ing is a key part of the process. CTI tested its Y2K
compliance early this year and found that when it
simulated the transition from December '1999 to

January 2000, no data was lost and its lease calcula-
tions were flawless. Most property and asset man-
agement systems released this year claim to be Y2K
compliant. However, whether it is rewriting pieces
ofexisting code, rewriting entire systems, or replac-
ing legacy systems, Y2K testing should be part of
any software review strategy. Many software ven-
dors rely on third party controls or software devel-
opment tools and their reliability can only be en-
sured through testing.

SOLUTIONS AND COSTS
In technical terms, there are two main approaches
to tackling the Year 2000 Problem. The first ap-
proach, "expansion" involves finding every refer-
ence to the problem yearin thecodeand adding two
digits to it, thereby expanding it. This approach not
only requires changing the dates in the program
code itself, but also changint all the date references
in all the stored data associated with the software
programs, making the process time-consuming.

The second approach, "windowing," involves find-
ing and fixing only the code that needs to recognize
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systems are not limited by the file storage and
memory constraints ofa few decades ago. Although
these considerations dre no longer an issue, many
systems created over the years still use the original
six-digit format.

Most systems with two-digit years t'ill soon mal-
function. Without the century in the date, informa-
tion sorted, compared, and used in calculations is
likely to produce incorrect results when the dates
cross the century mark. The year "00" in many
systems will become either invalid or will be con-
sidered 1900 by default. In addition, some data
entry processes do not allow for the entry of a "00"
year or a four-digit year.

Another related problem is that the Year 2000 is a
leap year, and 1900 was not, thus editing and calcu-
lation routines will be further complicated. Some
forecasters also believe the Year 2000 problem will
first occur on April 9, 1999, since some programs
may read this as the 99'hday of theYear99. Together
this reads as "9999" which the Cobol language
interprets as "end of file," indicating that all records
in a query or report have been selected when they
possibly have not. The same issue may arise on
September 9, 1999, if computers interpret the 9'h day
of the 96 month of the Year 99 as "9999."

Year 2000 errors are not Iimited to mainframe com-
puter systems. Most pre-Pentium personal com-
puters have a clock chip that will not retain a year
when re-booted beyond 1999. The same clock chip
defect may also be present in other electronic de-
vices that utilize the date and time such as VCRs,
camcorders, time clocks, digital thermostats, etc.
These are just some of the examples that need to be
considered when addressing the Year 2000 bug.

IMPACT ON THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY
The government and many leading industry lead-
ers, notably in the financial services sector, have
been quite forthcoming in discussing the Y2K bug.
The commercial real estate sector, especially prop-
erty and facilities management, remains an anomaly
in this regard with limited evidence of discussion
on this issue.

Prcperty and Facilities Management lssues
Richard D. Goulet, a service proiect man€ier

with Burr Ridge, Il-based AMS Mechanical Sys-
tems Inc., is on the Y2K task force of the Interna-
tional Facilities Management Association (IFMA).
Speaking about property managers/ he says "they
may be calling the manufacturers asking whether a

system is Y2K compliant and, if the manufacturer
says yes/ just leaving it alone. But they are not
thinking about all the different parts of the system,
because if one component fails, then it all fails."r
Another voice heard recently discussing the Y2K
problem is from the Building Owners and Manag-
ers Association (BOMA). Coffe Colvin, secretary/
treasurer of BOMA, in his testimony to the House
Committee on Transportation of Inf rastructure, men-
tioned that "embedded systems" could affect build-
ing access controls; surveillance cameras and badge
readers; refrigerant leak detectors and underground
storage tank monitors; telecommunication sys-
tems; power generators and distributors; etc.?

The exact impact that Y2K will have is difficult
to ascertain, however, most experts agre€ that the
problem will be widespread and span all property
types - industrial, office, retail, hospitality, and
mixed use, etc. Most buildings will be affected in
one way or another if preventative action is not
taken.

It appears that property and facilities managers
rely on manufacturers' systems to solve the Y2K
problem. The building owners are left with few
choices other than to rc'place existing systems if
vendors do not provide fixes for their current sys-
tems. Property owners are not the only ones that
could be affected by the Y2K bug. Tenants could
also be affected depending on the lease, since leases
may delegate such responsibilitic,s or be subject to
systt'm upgrade costs that tenants may not have
anticipated.

Legal issues surrounding the Y2K issue could
also arise in the year 2000 as tenants claim that
buitding facilities were inadequate while owners
may try to pass along the costs of system enhance-
ments. In a round-table discussion at the IREM
mid-year conference, Anthony Smith, prcsident of
RobinsonSigma Commercial Real Estate Inc., stated
that, "We have tenants ask us what we are doing to
bring buildings into compliance, but iftenants have
net leases, compliance may really be their problem.
Not all leases are clear."r

C ap it a I M arke tsl F in an c i a I Tr ans a ction s

By many accounts, the real estate financial sec-
tor seems to be better prepared for the Y2K bug.
Even though most industry leaders feel that not
enough is being done, there are examples of correc-
tive efforts that began early this decade. The pos-
sible reason for the financial sector to have been
more pro-active with regards to this problem is that

positive omcn. Had it not oc-
curred during the summer of
1998, overbuilding would be more
likely in major cities as office
projects moved forward and over-
supplied an already fully em-
ployed economy. Additionally, the
so-called credit crunch has already
directed capital into higher qual-
ity proiects with better and more
stable projects being completed
and less stable projects being
avoided or delayed.

Today, many markets are at
their stabilization point, estimated
by E&Y Kenneth Leventhal
(E&YKL) to be 7.5 percent vacancy
rate in office;3.5 percent vacancy
rate in industrial; and about six
percent in apartments. Rates below
these vacancies will spur new con-
struction, vacancy rates above will
not - all being a function of the
potential rents that can be achieved
in the marketplace. Based on a re-
cent study completed by E&YKL,
many markets in the U.S. - espe-
cially those with exceptionally low
current vacancy rates - will see sig-
nificantly higher vacancy rates by
the end of the year 2000, mainly as
a result of slower absorption and
increased construction.

Where do we go from here?
Real estate fundamentals are

the key to the near future. Cur-
rentlv, there is virtually no over-
building t.rn a national basis. This
presents tremendous investment
opportunities to either buv REITs
at significantly discounted values
and,/or purchase CMBS at high
yields. Interestingly, there is a lot
of talk about buying the "8" pieces
of CMBS today at 30 percent yields.

Virtuallv trverlotrked in t his
market, are the huge portfolios of
real estate owned by Corporate
America, foreign banks, and insti-
tutions. Fer,\,todav lvant to sell at
bargain prices.

Real estate investors can do

incrcdibly lvell during the coming
months if thev are on top of and
sensitive to these industry trends.
It will not be as easy as it was in
.1994, but opportunities for real
wealth creation through real estate
are everywhere.*u,
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